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Club Meeting Information
February Meeting Summary
The minutes from the February meeting can be found at the end of this newsletter.

Next Meeting – The After Hours Hangar, Orchard Road
Tuesday the 8th of March. Please arrive at 7:30pm; meeting starts at 8pm. This month we’re in for a real
treat with a not to be missed presentation from a very special guest speaker!

New Members
New membership applications have been received from Gareth Ward, David Potts, Allan Newton and
Michael Lester.
Gareth is interested in cray fishing, scallop, wreck and scenic diving. He joined the club to meet people to go
diving with.
David’s diving interests include spearfishing, cray fishing, scallop, scenic and night diving. He joined the club
to build experience and knowledge and make new contacts.
Allan is interested in spearfishing, cray fishing and scenic diving. He joined the club to meet more people
interested in diving.
Michael’s interests include cray fishing and scenic diving. He joined the club to meet like-minded divers and
join the club trips.
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Lodge Report
A number of the CUC committee, members and families are planning to travel to Kaikoura this weekend to
help out at the working bee. It’s not too late to join the crew for the weekend or even for a day. Call a
committee member if you’re keen to help out 
A friendly reminder to everyone using the lodge
A lot of hard work goes into maintaining and keeping the lodge clean but everyone needs to do their bit in
order to keep the overnight prices low and the facilities in an acceptable state for everyone to enjoy.
When staying at the lodge, please make the effort to clean up after yourselves and carry out the wee tasks
outlined in the poster below (which is hanging up in the lodge) before closing all windows and locking up if
you’re the last to leave.
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Trips and Events
Please make sure you check the website for trips and events, http://cuctest.com/events/ or contact Mark
Ewing or Gareth Halliburton on the email addresses below if you have any trips queries.



Gareth - GarethHa@fcc.co.nz
Mark - m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Club Trip to Motunau, 27th Feb 2016
A group of dedicated club members - Paul, David, Dom, Jono, Emma, Phil and Lynette - got out of the sack at
the crack of dawn for a cracking day of diving in Motunau.
It was an eventful day with full quota of crays caught by the divers and a few cod caught by Lynette on
board.
The crew were even lucky enough to see Hectors dolphins, two sharks, a stingray and a large moki on their
dive, what an experience!

The dive wasn’t without its challenges though with strong winds picking up mid-dive, a few gear issues, a
mad boatman coming a wee bit too close to the divers and a tyre blow out on one of the boat trailers, eek!
The cold beers afterwards in Pegasus Arms went down well however, as did the freshly caught crayfish.
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March Recipe
Prawn and Coconut Curry
Ingredients















1 large onion
2 cloves of garlic
1-2 fresh red chillies
3cm piece of ginger
½ stalk of lemongrass
groundnut oil
2 lime leaves , optional
400 g raw, peeled king prawns, from sustainable sources
200 g sugarsnap peas, mangetout or green beans
100 g peas
50 g coconut cream
100 ml organic vegetable stock , optional
Thai fish sauce or other Asian fish sauce
1 lime

Method

Peel the onion and finely slice along with the chillies. Peel and finely chop the garlic and ginger. Discard the
outer layer of the lemongrass and finely chop.
Heat 1 to 2 teaspoons of oil in a pan and sauté the onion, garlic, chilli, ginger, lemongrass and lime leaves (if
using) over a medium heat for 4 to 5 minutes, until soft but not coloured.
Add the prawns, vegetables, coconut cream and stock (or 100ml of water) to the pan. Bring to a gentle
simmer and cook for 3 to 5 minutes, or until the prawns are cooked through and the vegetables are tender.
Take the pan off the heat and add a splash of fish sauce and a squeeze of lime juice to taste.
Serve on a bed of rice (I like to garnish with sliced red chilli and coriander leaves) and lime wedges for
squeezing over.
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Safety section
The story below is from www.justgottadive.com about every diver’s nightmare - being left alone by a dive
charter at sea. Despite doing the right thing after experiencing difficulties during the dive, by ascending to
the surface and launching an SMB, he still went unspotted by dive boat staff in the ocean.

Left at sea: The story of a Diver on his own
By Melissa Gwaldis
If you’re like most divers, you have occasionally wondered what
it would be like to try to survive in open water on your own.
What if you were shore diving, and a current carried you away?
What if you became distracted while exploring a reef or wreck and
managed to get way off course trying to find your way back?
What if the dive boat forgot you?
Daniel Carlock is one diver who knows what it’s like to be alone,
scared, cold, and exhausted. In 2004, he was abandoned by a dive
charter. Here’s what happened.
Hours Alone
When Dan Carlock set out to enjoy a day of diving about 12 miles off California’s Long Beach, he expected to
experience an enjoyable excursion. Instead, a nightmare unfolded – and it lasted for about five hours.
The Sundiver, a charter based out of Long Beach, was carrying a group of 20 divers and was staged near the
oil rig Eureka. Carlock experienced difficulty equalizing, and was suffering from ear pain when he surfaced
about 400 feet from the dive boat. Though he attempted to swim back to the boat, his legs cramped, so he
waved a yellow safety sausage and blew his whistle. No one on the vessel noticed.
A dive master working for Venice-based Ocean Adventures marked Dan Carlock present on the dive roster,
even though he was absent when the remainder of the divers returned. As strong currents were picking up,
the crew decided to move to a second dive site about seven miles away. When the divers left the boat for
their second dive, Carlock was once again marked on the roster, even though he was on his own, several
miles away from the boat.
Three hours after leaving Carlock behind, the crew finally realized he was missing. The Sundiver’s captain
called the Coast Guard to the second dive site – miles from Carlock’s actual position. In the meantime, strong
currents were pushing Dan Carlock toward Newport Beach, and he thought for sure he was going to
die. Surrounded by heavy fog, he prayed for deliverance. “I had this feeling my spirit was getting ready to
vacate my body,” he recalled in an interview.
The Coast Guard never found Daniel. Instead, he was spotted by a fifteen-year-old boy scout on board a tall
ship called the Argus. The ship was taking the scouts on an excursion, and had veered off course to avoid a
freighter. If not for the ship’s change in direction, no one knows whether Carlock would have been found
alive.
After battling exposure that led to skin cancer, Carlock filed suit against Ocean Adventures and the Sundiver.
The trial lasted 23 days, and the jury deliberated for 2 ½ days, ultimately awarding Carlock $1.68 million in
damages.
Besides receiving monetary compensation for the post-traumatic stress syndrome and physical ailments he
suffered as a result of his ordeal, Carlock managed to effect an important change in the dive industry; today,
dive operators must visually verify that all divers are present, and dive boat captains as well as DMs are held
responsible for count accuracy.
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Tech Section
This month’s tech section is a summary of the Cave Diving presentation from last month’s club meeting.

Cave Diving: From an interest to a passion
By Steve and Lesley Curry
It all started back in 2008 when we saw a documentary on Discovery about cave diving called ‘Secrets of the
Maya Underworld’. We were both very avid recreational divers at the time and were looking at going down
the technical route. The documentary was about cave diving in the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. From then
on we were hooked and made a commitment to commence the pre-requisites required to get us there.

Lesley diving in Carwash cenote and cave, Mexico
The first thing we looked into was side mount training but unfortunately there were no dive outfits in New
Zealand offering that training at the time. After a lot of research we found out that a well-known instructor
called Steve Martin was travelling to New Zealand and was willing to train people here who were interested.
We jumped at the chance and were fortunate enough to get private training with him. The course was
challenging but fantastically rewarding and was great preparation for our cave diving course.
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We then carried out nitrox training and transitioned into advanced nitrox and decompression procedures
with Tony at NZSA in Wellington. This was more good preparation for us before embarking for Mexico in
2011 to train with one of the best known and most stringent cave instructors in the world, Steve Bogaerts.
Steve Martin highly recommended him as he had also carried out his own cave training with Steve Bogaerts.

Originally from London, Steve Bogaerts moved to the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico in order to pursue his
passion for exploration in the submerged cave systems of the area. He moved there permanently in 1999. He
has been involved in many exploration projects and is responsible, alongside another cave explorer, Robbie
Schmittner, for connecting two large cave systems which resulted in the discovery of the longest underwater
cave system in the world.
We looked at other instructors but decided that Steve was the man we wanted to train with and we weren’t
disappointed. The level of training we received from Steve was second to none and surpassed his militant
reputation. It was extremely tough and pushed our boundaries both physically and psychologically but the
reward of being able to dive in these magical places made it all worth it, not to mention the leaps and
bounds to our own personal diving skills. We invested in dedicated cave diving equipment – recreational
equipment is not sufficient due to lack of redundancy, bulk and entanglement hazards, to name a few.

Full Cave Course Overview:
•
•
•
•
•

Cavern, intro to cave and full cave courses over two separate trips to Mexico (2011 and 2013)
Skills - Buoyancy control, trim (body positioning), special awareness, propulsion techniques &
breathing control
Stress test in open water – emergency procedures enacted
Land drills – line laying, marker identification, blind exit
Cave drills – safety drill, line laying, complex navigation, blind exit while sharing air with touch
contact only, lost buddy, lost line drill, valve shutdown drill, emergency scenarios

Mayan pottery, Carwash Cenote, Mexico

Carrying out a deco stop at Cenote Mayan Blue
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The stress test consisted of;
• Line following - familiarisation
• Mask off – all of the following was carried out with our masks off and eyes closed to simulate a blind
exit following the line in open water. Some ‘obstacles’ created by Steve B included:
• Free flow regulator (he pushed on reg to free flow so that we would have to identify which
reg and turn off gas supply to stop free flow)
• Lost Fin (pulled one or more fins off)
• Line entrapment (wedged line between rocks etc.)
• BCD inflator valve failure (pumped BCD full of air so that we’d deal with it before shooting to
surface)
• BCD dump valve failure (dumped all air from BCD to deal with before sinking to bottom)
• Out of air (turned air off to see how we would react/deal with situation and correct it)
• Lost line (pulled line from hand – try to find again with eyes closed)
The aim of the stress test was for Steve B to gauge our reactions to each challenging situation and watch
how we dealt with each scenario ensuring everything was handled in a calm and collected manner with no
signs of apprehension and/or panic. This was all done in open water and there was absolutely no way we
were allowed to enter a cave without passing these challenges to Steve’s satisfaction.

Example of a diver carrying out a stress test with a blacked-out mask
Land based drills were carried out with eyes closed, following the line on land with touch contact only with
your buddy. It’s imperative to recognise your own personal markers – cookies, arrows and rems, in order to
make your way out of the cave safely. All of this was assessed above water first.
Lesley tying
off the
primary reel
to the
permanent
cave line.
Correct
marker
placement is
critical.

Drills within the cave included:
 safety drills
 line laying
 navigation
 complex navigation
 zero viz blind exit
 lost buddy drill
 lost line drill
 sharing air and blind exit
 exit with touch contact
 valve shutdown drills
 emergency scenarios
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After completing our cave diving course we decided to do some leisure dives in the area. Below is a link to a
video that was shot by Bil Phillips on our dive with him. Bil Phillips is another well regarded and incredible
underwater cave explorer also based in Mexico. It was an honour to dive with him also and he generously
offered to film our dive in Jailhouse Cenote - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXX9lwqIcbc

Steve checking out Mastodon bones, Jailhouse cave, Mexico
We’ve been fortunate to meet some like-minded cave divers here in New Zealand and have had the
opportunity to dive in a number of cave systems with them. New Zealand caves are very different to the
Mexican caves in that they’re a lot colder (5-7oC versus 27oC) and not as ornate but are still beautiful in their
own right. It’s impossible to write down all of our experiences in this article but hopefully the article and
video clips will give you some idea of why we took the route to cave diving.
The following link is to a video shot in Otago - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHnlXtllwTA

Steve diving Blue Creek, Kahurangi National Park, NZ

Cave diving team en-route to a lead in Otago

Below are some other links you may find interesting:
‘A deceptively easy way to die’, by Lamar Hires of Dive Rite, may be a little morbid but it’s a stark reminder
of why nobody should ever venture into an overhead environment underwater such as a cave, cavern or
wreck, without the adequate training and equipment - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVmqK5YZuxM
Below are some links to videos featuring our instructor Steve Bogaerts and also Bil Phillips in some of
Mexico’s most beautiful caves.
Hells Bells - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28qQzQ36sXc
Adrianas Tears - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XlwU3BX90Q
Time - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0puRBH79Oo
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Committee Notices
CUC Caps and Beanies
The Club has these fantastic caps and beanies for sale at just $17 each. Please contact somebody on the
committee if you’re interested in getting your hands on one as the weather turns cooler.

Links
For member and lodge booking information and upcoming event information check out our website:
http://cuctest.com/

Also visit our Facebook page for the latest trip reports, videos and other news!
https://www.facebook.com/CanterburyUnderwaterClub

Lodge Bookings
See the Lodge section near the end of this newsletter for information on how to book your stay there.

Oxygen Administration
The following club members are qualified to administer oxygen if the need arises on club dive trips.
Gareth Halliburton
Mark Ewing
Phil Baker
Lynette Baker
Laurence Sunshine
Melissa Alps
Louis Kimber
Richard Chitty
Steve Curry
Lesley Curry

Lost and Found
Salad bowl and hat – These were left behind after the Christmas BBQ. They will be left at the Hangar Bar for
collection at the next club meeting.
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Club night supper and raffle prizes
Canterbury Stone Piling continues to sponsor the CUC monthly club night suppers and raffle prizes.

For more information call 03 323 9960 or 027 323 9962
www.canterburystonepiling.co.nz

Canterbury Stone Piling is a specialist
ground improvement business focused on
providing high quality, economical,
engineered foundation solutions to
Christchurch’s TC3 land conditions.
Ground improvement prevents the
triggering of liquefaction and allows the
use of more affordable foundation
solutions without the need for deep
excavations or dewatering. Contact Steve
Curry on 027 323 9962 for a no obligation
free assessment or for cash out assistance.

General Notices
TecFest 2016 – 6th – 8th May
For more information visit http://www.tecfestnz.com/

New Zealand has had a growing interest in technical diving over the last few years which has helped to
support local events such as TecFest NZ organised and run by Brent McFadden (of Go Dive Marlborough) and
Chris Clarke.
The success of the event has attracted world renowned speakers for TecFest 2016 in Taupo including New
Zealand’s own Dr. Simon Mitchell, Dive Rite founder Lamar Hires and Wreck and Deep Reef explorer and
photographer Pete Mesley among others.
In addition to the presentations, there are also opportunities to get in the water and try out numerous
technical diving equipment such as dry suits, twinsets, sidemount configuration, rebreathers and full face
masks. It’s a great event to meet and socialise with like- minded individuals from the NZ and wider technical
diving community. Over the course of the weekend people will also be able to join in on a variety of
workshops to improve their diving skills and attend seminars by some of the world’s most experienced
technical divers. TDI will also run their usual Intro to Tech course for a limited number of people free of
charge but this must be pre-booked.
*Brent has advised that a couple of the lodges are already booked out so if anyone is interested in going to
TecFest be sure to get in touch with Brent or Chris soon. See www.tecfestnz.com for more details.*
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Information on local and regional dive shops involved with the Canterbury
Underwater Club
Local
Deep Blue Diving
Deep Blue Diving is located at 251 Blenheim Road, Christchurch. Canterbury U/W club members receive a
discount on air fills, hydro and visual testing on proof of membership. Call Jun on 03 332 0898 for more
information or check out www.deepbluediving.co.nz

Dive HQ Christchurch
Dive HQ Christchurch is a PADI 5 star IDC centre located at 103 Durham St South, Sydenham, Christchurch.
Dive HQ have offered a percentage rebate to our club for all club member purchases made with the
exception of trips and items that are already on sale. Call the friendly team Free on 0800 DIVEHQ (348347),
03 379-5804 or check out their website www.diveskiworld.co.nz

Underwater Sports, Christchurch
Underwater Sports is an SSI training facility and dive shop at 25 Coleridge Street, Christchurch. Contact Paul
Roberts and the team on 03 964 4444 for all your diving needs or visit www.underwatersports.co.nz
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Regional
Go Dive Marlborough - Picton
Go Dive Marlborough is an SDI/TDI and PADI diver training and charter facility. Canterbury U/W club
members receive a discount on air fills on proof of membership. The shop is located at 66 Wellington Street,
Picton in the RSA building. Call Free on 0800 GODIVE (463 483) or 03 573 7831 or visit www.godive.co.nz

Dive Kaikoura
Dive Kaikoura is a PADI 5 star dive centre located on Yarmouth Street, Kaikoura. Nigel and Kelly are
always on hand to cater for your diving needs. Call Free on 0800 348 352 or 03 319 6622 or visit
www.divekaikoura.co.nz

Dive Insurance

The Divers Alert Network (DAN) is your scuba diving safety association. DAN provides protection for scuba
divers with Worldwide Emergency Evacuation Coverage (with your DAN Membership) and optional Dive
Injury Insurance Plans, for chamber and hospital costs following a covered diving accident.
Joining DAN (Membership and Dive Injury Insurance) gives you peace of mind. It allows you to enjoy your
scuba diving knowing you will be looked after in the event of a diving incident, wherever you are in the
world, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
Why DAN? With 30+ years’ experience helping sick and injured scuba divers worldwide, DAN are the experts
in diving accident management. Visit http://www.danap.org/ for more information.
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Comedy Corner
Under Surveillance

Late one night a burglar broke into a house and while he was sneaking around he heard a voice say, "Jesus is
watching you." He looked around and saw nothing.
He kept on creeping and again heard, "Jesus is watching you." In a dark corner, he saw a cage with a parrot
inside.
The burglar asked the parrot, "Was it you who said Jesus is watching me" The parrot replied, "Yes."
Relieved, the burglar asked, "What is your name?" The parrot said, "Clarence."
The burglar said, "That's a stupid name for a parrot. What idiot named you Clarence?" The parrot answered,
"The same idiot that named the Rottweiler Jesus."

Response Time
This is the true story of George Phillips of Meridian, Mississippi, who was going to bed when his wife told him
that he'd left the light on in the shed. George opened the door to go turn off the light but saw there were
people in the shed in the process of stealing things.
He immediately phoned the police, who asked, "Is someone in your house?" and George said, "No," and
explained the situation. Then they explained that all patrols were busy, and that he should simply lock his
door and an officer would be there when available.
George said, "Okay," hung up, counted to 30, and phoned the police again. "Hello, I just called you a few
seconds ago because there were people in my shed. Well, you don't have to worry about them now because
I've just shot them all."
Then he hung up. Within five minutes three squad cars, an Armed Response unit, and an ambulance showed
up. Of course, the police caught the burglars red-handed.
One of the policemen said to George,
"I thought you said that you'd shot them!"
George said, "I thought you said there was nobody available!"
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Xanto’s Column

Xanto is the Canterbury Underwater Club’s Resident Spy. Below is his report on all goings on!
A couple of things that come in handy when going for a scuba dive include booties and regulators. Paul and
Dom know what I mean.
Also, Lynette, if you plan to wear a wetsuit on the boat it’s a good idea to bring it with you.
Question – How do you lose 6kg of lead, a snorkel, a compass and integrated weights from a BCD?
It would be impolite to name and shame but if anyone is curious just ask Emma, Phil, Dom and Paul…
Waikuku garage were super helpful when it was discovered that the spare wheel recently put onto a boat
trailer was fitted back to front…
Phil was pretty chuffed to find that he lost weight recently when his wetsuit was feeling roomier than
usual…..turns out it wasn’t his wetsuit…..

The CUC Quizzler
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which river flows through the city of Rome?
What is the largest type of ‘big cat’ in the world?
What is the human body’s largest organ?
What is the name of the first satellite sent into space?
Below is the flag of what country?

Answers at the end of the newsletter
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Canterbury Underwater Club Inc - Lodge Information
The Canterbury Underwater Club Lodge offers a fantastic facility to both members and non-members with
dedicated boat parking, gear washing facilities, fish filleting stations, crayfish cooker and a communal
cooking and living area.
The lodge can sleep a maximum of 20 people in its five rooms,
specific rooms can be requested when booking but may
change to accommodate the numbers of person in a party.
The Annex rooms (11 to 16) can sleep up to 16 people and will
be reserved for members only unless the entire Lodge has
been pre-booked for a Group.
This will not apply to holiday weekends and may be varied for
either of the above if the lodge is only or likely to be partially
occupied during your stay.
Please *remember* that you need to bring your own linen and bedding.

Member Rates
Members and Partners $15.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years
$5.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free

Member Cancellation Policy
Prior to mid-day on the day of arrival
No Charge
Later than mid-day on the planned day of arrival
1 night charged
Cancellation of a Booking for a holiday weekend must be done 3 days prior to the planned day of arrival or a
two night penalty charge will apply if the beds booked cannot be re-let. The booking agent will advise the
Treasurer and Secretary in these events.

Non-Member Rates
Adult
$26.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years $10.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free
Vouchers can be used for non-members (for a stay when accompanied by a member) but will be redeemed
at the non-member price.

Non-Member Cancellation Policy
Cancellation of bookings and refund of deposits will be as per standard motel practice for Groups or
Individuals.

Lodge Booking Information
Bookings are handled by the Norfolk Pine Motel. To lessen the impact on them in the running of their own
business, we kindly ask that you respect the following instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

E-mail is the preferred booking method.
Phone bookings should be made no later than 7pm and no earlier than midday.
Please do NOT use the motel’s 0800 number; doing so will incur a $4 charge.
Please let Norfolk Pine know how many people in your group so they can allocate beds and also the
member/non-member make up of your party.
5. Payment must be made upon collection of keys – Vouchers, Cash or Cheque only please, NO EFTPOS.
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6. Uplift keys before 8pm; please phone them if you are running late.
Ron Zhang , Norfolk Pine Motel
124 The Esplanade
Kaikoura
p: 03 319 5120
f: 03 319 6405
e: norfolkpine@clear.net.nz

General Lodge Rules and Obligations for ALL Users











No Pets of any description to be taken onto or into any part of Club Lodge facilities.
Any visiting guests may not over-night at the lodge unless booking and registration is completed at
Norfolk Pine Motel prior to 8.00 pm and it does not interfere with any other persons booking.
No smoking is permitted at the Club Lodge.
Alcohol consumption is permitted in moderation.
General noise to be kept to a minimum late in the evening to be respectful to others staying at the
lodge.
No undersize Fish/Crayfish/Shellfish or excess quota of any species to be kept at the club lodge.
BBQ and Crayfish Cooker are only to be used outside.
Clean up when you leave. There are no cleaners. We are totally reliant on club users.
Keys must be returned to Norfolk Pine on the day of departure, lost keys will incur a $25.00 fee.
Please direct any complaints (other than minor booking issues), suggestions or issues with the lodge
facilities to a committee member.

These conditions of use of the Lodge are authorized by the President, Treasurer, and Secretary of the
Canterbury Underwater Club Inc. and take effect from 01-06-2015.
Signed on behalf of the executive of the committee:
Mark Buckland - Treasurer
Dated: 01-06-2015 Updated 01-06-2015
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Committee Members 2015 – 2016
Committee members are here to help if you have any questions about the club or any of our facilities.

Position

Name

Contact Details

President

Wayne Lester

p: 03 342 4949 m: 021 436 913
e: president@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Vice President

Warren Price

p: 03 354 5522 m: 0274 821 866
e: warren@bfis.co.nz

Secretary

Lynette Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 021 058 3566
e: secretary@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Treasurer

Mark Buckland

p: 03 322 9335 m: 027 706 5516
e: treasurer@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Support Treasurer

Ted Loughnan

e: tedloughnan56@gmail.com

Editor

Lesley Curry

m: 021 246 4689
e: editor@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Committee
Lodge Custodian

Phil Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 0272 555 074
e: unfehlbar@xtra.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Mark Ewing

p: 03 980 3002 m: 021 222 1672
e: m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Gareth
Halliburton

m: 021 668 412
e: garethha@fcc.co.nz

Committee

Laurence
Sunshine

m: 022 487 3906
e: laurencesunshine@gmail.com

Committee

Melissa Alps

p: 022 0842 716
e: millymousealps@hotmail.com

Committee

David Jones

p: 03 3603066 m: 027 447 3437
e: david.jones@z.co.nz

Committee

Steve Curry

m: 027 323 9962
e: stephencurry50@gmail.com

Assistant Lodge Custodian
(non-Committee)

Ian Waite

p: 03 308 8866 m: 021 355 379
e: ianwaite@canterburyunderwater.org.nz
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CANTERBURY UNDERWATER CLUB
Minutes of Club Meeting – 9th February 2016
Meeting opened 8.00 pm
Wayne opened the meeting, thanked everyone for attending.
28 attended
Guests: Allan Newton, Michael Lester, Jay, Gavin, Dave, Peter, Hamish, Emma, Gareth Ward – all wishing to
become new members
Apologies: Gareth Halliburton, Mark Ewing, Warren Price, Phil Baker, Tony Moore, Chris Glasson, Dominic
M, Mark Buckland, Ian Waite.
Apologies accepted by Wayne, Seconded by Jens
Reading and Approval of Previous club Meeting Minutes from: 10.11.2015
The minutes were taken as read and accepted. Moved by David J and seconded by Warren K
Matters arising from previous minutes: None
Trip reports/events:
Club trips – Trips co-ordinators not back from the Poor Knights trip but all proposed trips are on the
website.
Warren Kelly mentioned that the link to the events calendar doesn’t seem to be working as nothing is
coming up
Long term planed dives
 2017 – Fiordland
Any more ideas please contact Gareth, especially if you have a boat and would like to take members.
Member Dives
 Wayne reported about the 2 Christmas dives in Akaroa. Both days being successful and enjoyable.
 Lynette reported that Phil Baker has had several dives over the break and taken members out on
the boat.
 David Jones reported about his 7 day stay in Kaikoura involving a lot of diving and plentiful crayfish
 David Jones also mentioned that the Poor Knights trip was fantastic and well worth it.
 Scottie mentioned diving at Akaroa and the return of fish and Crayfish.
 Jen’s and Warren Kelly asked if people were aware of the Akaroa take limits and new restrictions
and could these be advertised in the newsletter.
General Business
Lodge matters. Grant Prebble mentioned that both gas bottles were empty when he was there last and that
he had to refill them. One gas bottle is out of date and the club needs to look at purchasing another to
replace it. Grant also mentioned that underage kids were driving in the lodge carpark and caused damage to
another truck. Discussion was held about what we could do to prevent it. Decided to put a notice in the
newsletter for members to be responsible and respectful for others property.
Working Bee. Lynette reminded members about the working bee at Kaikoura lodge 4th- 6th March.
Hopefully weather permitting outside painting can begin. Wayne has picked up the 2 new glass doors for
the end of the hallway, so they can be fitted. Other than that cleaning and gardening can be done. Grant
and Jenny, David Jones, Steve and Lesley Curry, and Wayne Lester have offered to help so far. Lesley to
send a reminder to members. Those interested to help contact Phil Baker.
Entertainment Book. Wayne mentioned that he would like to stand down from being responsible for the
entertainment book this year and asked if another member would like to do this job.
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Beanies and Caps - These are for sale $17 each. They will be advertised in the newsletter.
Salad bowl and hat – These were left after the Christmas BBQ. They will be left at the club rooms for
collection. Lesley will advertise them in the newsletter.
Meeting closed 8.20pm
Wayne called the official part of the meeting closed, and welcomed Steve and Lesley to speak about Cave
Diving in New Zealand and Mexico.
Raffle
1st – Wayne L (Wine)
2nd – Mel A (Wine)
3rd – Lesley (Chocolates)
4th – Adrian (Wine)
5th – Grant (Steak)

The CUC Quizzler Answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Tiber
The tiger, weighing up to 300 kilograms
Skin
Sputnik
Thailand
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